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Tested to work even in contact with 
water jets and therefore are 

compatible with Zone 1 bathroom 
installation.

EASY DRY MANUAL,
push-button operated, air supply
can be programmed from 1 to 8 
minutes using a trimmer inside

the product.

EASY DRY MANUAL cod. 70909

EASY DRY AUTO cod. 70904

“Cassette” type lower 
filtering grille

Wall-mounted hair dryers especially suited to heavy duty use in public areas such as gym 

changing rooms, swimming pools, saunas, etc. 

  Modern design by D. Piva.

  Vandal-resistant

  Can be connected to an external coin collector.

  Compliant with the requirements of European Regulation No. 1275/2008/EU 

EASY DRY RANGE
Automatic and manual hair and hand dryers
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HYGIENE RANGE

 2 models: manual and automatic.

 Front covers made of white shock-proof plastic resin (PC-ABS) with anti-UV treatment, closing system with Allen key for 

 protection against tampering. Its particular geometry without any surfaces where cigarettes or other potentially dangerous 

 objects can be set down safeguards users and product durability. The perimeter gasket at the edges of the appliance

 in contact with the installation wall helps prevent progressive build-up on the wall caused by the dust suctioned by the appliance.

 Wall flanges made of plastic resin with a mineral-based additive to dampen vibrations and soften noise.

 Lower “cassette” type filtering grille made of heat-resistant plastic resin (PC) includes mesh filters moulded in the same material.

 High-efficiency centrifugal fans powered by a thermally protected induction motor. 

 Heating elements protected with thermal fuse and resettable thermal cut-out.

 EASY DRY MANUAL. Start button made of shock-proof plastic resin (PC) with anti-UV treatment. Operating cycle timer can be 

 set at installation from 1-8 minutes using a trimmer inside the product.

  EASY DRY AUTO. Infra-red device sensor that starts/stops the product automatically. Activation range can be set at installation 

 from 0-35 cm using a trimmer inside the product.

 Vandal-resistant feature built into the control electronics to automatically stop the product after about 10” of continuous 

 operation. Appliance can be restarted about 10” from removal of any obstacles previously placed at the sensor.

 Safety certified by third party entity (¥).

  Protection rating from dust and water: IPX4.

  Class of electrical insulation: II (earthing not required).

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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EASY DRY RANGE
Automatic and manual hair and hand dryers
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1 m

W
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IK KG
m3/h l/s

EASY DRY AUTO 70904 220-240 1800 70/85 8 190 37.5 61 0.4900 9 3.1

EASY DRY MANUAL 70909 220-240 1800 70/85 8 135 37.5 61 0.5010 9 3.1

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

MODELS CODE A B C D

EASY DRY AUTO 70904 346 265 133 155

EASY DRY MANUAL 70909 346 265 133 155

Dimensions (mm)


